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out into the midnight sunshine; and while the two mechanics
threw out supplies, the rest of us rocked the hull up and down to
let the ice-pressure in under it. Presently she was up on solid stuff,
but it was a narrow escape. We all thought for a while that the ship
would be crushed. The end of our fury of effort brought from
Riiser-Larsen one of his rare remarks.
"Another chapter for our book," he said.
That same night, before the sun had swung round to its morning
position, summer abruptly set in. The temperature rose to the freez-
ing-point, and from that time on hovered there. A heavy fog rose,
and after that we were never entirely free from fog. A mild breeze
blew only strong enough to unfold our Norwegian flag. Indeed, if
anything impressed us in those polar waters, it was the equable
summer dimate—one day exactly like another. It thawed slightly
when the sun was in its day sector, it froze slightly when the sun
was north.
I will not tire the reader with detailed accounts of our numerous
attempts to get into the air and our equally numerous disappoint-
ments—the runways we hacked and hewed in the ice of this same
long lead, only to feel the hull break through each time it slid on
them. There were frantic periods when the ice closed in on us and
we had to work like mad to pull the ship out in time. The squeeze
the hull had taken that first time and its subsequent encounters with
the ice loosened plates, and it began to leak. After that we pitched
our tents on the floes and removed our most vital supplies when the
plane was floating in the lead.
Fog stayed with us, but it was usually so thin that we could see
the disc of the sun through it. Its actinic power was still there.
Dripping with sweat, we removed our dark glasses, only to pay the
penalty of snow blindness. I was totally blind in one eye for a
whole day. Dietrichson was particularly susceptible. He had to
lie with bandaged eyes for two days, suffering acutely from con-
junctivitis.
One of our failures was especially heart-breaking—or would have
been heart-breaking if our minds and senses had not been dulled
by the very monotony of failure. In ploughing through the network
of frozen leads, we had worked near to the N 24—so near that one
night Amundsen and I pitched our tent on the floe that buoyed up

